
AWAKENING  
SPONSORSHIP LEVELS 

 

Awakening is a one-day art and performance event hosted by Enough Pie to breathe 
new life into 1600 Meeting and usher in an era of arts-driven community collaboration 
for the upper peninsula.  

Be an ambassador for the power of creativity & civic engagement: support this amazing 
event through your generous donations – after all, there’s no pie without dough.   

$25: HOST 
Be a key ingredient of the Awakening pie: help us create an unforgettable event.  

× Paint your name on the Awakening host wall, located immediately upon entry to 
1600 Meeting.  

× Pre + post event sponsor acknowledgement on the Enough Pie website.  
× Proudly sport an Enough Pie pin at the event: show everyone that you are an 

Awakening host! 
 

$100: ARTIST SPONSOR  
You can help Enough Pie support many types of artists directly! Your $100 will be 
earmarked specifically for participant project stipends.  
You will receive all benefits of the Host level, plus: 

× See the artists & their work in the final stages of production during a private 
guided tour of 1600 Meeting on the Friday evening before Awakening opens to 
the public. 

 

$250+: ROOM SPONSOR  
This sponsorship allows Enough Pie to utilize more rooms in 1600 Meeting while 
supporting stipends, infrastructure, and any additional resources necessary to create an 
inspiring environment for participants and guests alike – a truly holistic gift.  
You will receive all benefits of the Artist Sponsor level, plus: 

× See 1600 Meeting as a blank canvas: take part in an exclusive, guided tour of the 
building on the Wednesday evening prior to project installation.  

× Watch Awakening unfold before your eyes: enjoy full access to 1600 Meeting 
during the project installation period on Thursday and Friday, from dawn to dusk, 
while the building is otherwise closed to the public.  

 

ENOUGHPIE.ORG/DONATE 


